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7/18/12  News from Amy: 
 
(One world Economy Dan.7:7 & Dan.7:23) 

*Bailout fund could become eurozone budget authority, says ECB 
*IMF urges euro countries to integrate more 
Eurozone states need to give up more sovereignty in order to fix the construction flaws of the euro, with 
the bailout fund possibly turning into a budget authority further down the road, European Central Bank 
board member Joerg Asmussen has said.  "We have construction mistakes of Economic and Monetary 
Union and it is time to correct them. It is clear that the core of the current debate has a name: further 
sharing of sovereignty," Asmussen said Tuesday (17 July) at the European Policy Centre, a Brussels-based 
think tank. Meanwhile, the International Monetary Fund says the 17 countries that use the euro have to 
step up their efforts to integrate if they are to emerge from the economic crisis intact. The Washington 
D.C.-based institution is urging Europe to "demonstrate shared and unequivocal commitment .... to a 
deeper integration of the euro area." It says Wednesday the eurozone must take steps to create a banking 
union and a deeper fiscal union, and push through structural reforms. 
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July 18, 2012 
http://euobserver.com/19/116999  
http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/E/EU_EUROPE_FINANCIAL_CRISIS?SITE=AP&SECTION=HOME&TEMPLATE=DEFAU
LT&CTIME=2012-07-18-09-03-45  

 

(Economic collapse Rev.6:5-6  & James 5:1-3)- Worldwide 
*The next Great Depression will destroy civilization as we know it, warns author 
The risk of a new depression — a sustained, severe recession — has struck fear into the heart of markets 
and driven monetary policy in developed economies since the current financial crisis began. “We’re in a very 
unfortunate position to be here,” Richard Duncan, author of The New Depression, warned on CNBC’s 
“Squawk Box Europe” Monday. “When we broke the link between money and gold, this removed all 
constraints on credit creation. This explosion of credit created the world we live in, but it now seems that 
credit cannot expand any further because the private sector is incapable of repaying the debt it has already, 
and if credit begins to contract, there’s a very real danger that we will collapse into a new Great 
Depression,” he argued. “If this credit bubble pops, the depression could be so severe that I don’t think our 
civilization could survive it.”  
July 17, 2012 
https://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2012/07/17/the-next-great-depression-will-destroy-civilization-as-we-
know-it-warns-author/  
 

*Bernanke: Recession likely if Congress doesn't act 
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke sketched a bleak picture of the U.S. economy Tuesday — and 
warned it will darken further if Congress doesn't reach agreement soon to avert a budget crisis. Without 
an agreement, tax increases and deep spending cuts would take effect at year's end. Bernanke noted 
what the Congressional Budget Office has warned: A recession would occur, and 1.25 million fewer jobs 
would be created in 2013. The Fed is prepared to take further action to try to help the economy if 
unemployment stays high, he said. Bernanke didn't signal what steps the Fed might take or whether any 
action was imminent. And he noted there's only so much the Fed can do. 
July 18, 2012 
http://news.yahoo.com/bernanke-recession-likely-congress-doesnt-act-192726212--finance.html  
 

*11 International Agreements That Are Nails In The Coffin Of The Petrodollar 
Is the petrodollar dead?  Well, not yet, but the nails are being hammered into the coffin even as you read 
this.  For decades, most of the nations of the world have used the U.S. dollar to buy oil and to trade with 
each other.  In essence, the U.S. dollar has been acting as a true global currency. Over the past couple of 
years there has been a whole bunch of international agreements that have made the U.S. dollar less 
important in international trade.  The mainstream media in the United States has been strangely quiet 
about all of these agreements, but the truth is that they are setting the stage for a fundamental shift in 
the way that trade is conducted around the globe.  When the petrodollar dies, it is going to have an 
absolutely devastating impact on the U.S. economy.  Sadly, most Americans are totally clueless regarding 
what is about to happen to the dollar. 
July 18, 2012 
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/11-international-agreements-that-are-nails-in-the-coffin-of-the-
petrodollar  

 

(Persecution Matthew 24:9  & Rev.6:9) 

*Indian Christians forced into Hindu worship, driven from homes 
Hindu extremists forced 15 Christians to participate in Hindu worship rituals, then beat them up and 
rousted them from their village, according to an evangelical organization in India. The Evangelical 
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Fellowship of India said that on June 19, 150 Hindus rounded up 12 Christians in Jawanga, a village in the 
tropical Dakshin Bastar district of Chhattisgarh state, in eastern India. The Christians were taken to the 
Pendevi Temple, where they were forced to worship tribal and Hindu deities, and to participate in Hindu 
rituals, Akhilesh Edgar of the Evangelical Fellowship of India told Open Doors News. He said the abductors 
then assaulted the Christians, though Edgar did not provide detail about the extent of any injuries they 
may have suffered. 
July 17, 2012 
http://www.compassdirect.org/english/country/india/article_1633771.html  

 

(Scorching Sun Isaiah30:26  & Rev.16:8-9) 

*Blistering high temperatures in Greece force early closing of Acropolis 
Greece’s hottest day this year is forcing authorities to shut down the Athens Acropolis six hours before 
schedule in the interests of visitor health, the site’s guards said on Monday. The country’s top monument 
was to shut down at 1100 GMT instead of its normal 1700 GMT closing time, a guard told AFP. The ancient 
citadel is perched on a rocky plateau rising amid a sea of concrete in the Greek capital of over four million, 
offering precious little shade to thousands of tourists who visit it daily. Temperatures in Athens were set 
to exceed 42 degrees Celsius (107.6 Fahrenheit) at the close of this year’s hottest week that earlier forced 
authorities to make air-conditioned halls available to the public. The environment ministry said air 
pollution was also above warning levels in various parts of the capital as it warned people with 
respiratory problems and heart trouble to stay indoors. 
July 17, 2012 
https://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2012/07/17/blistering-high-temperatures-in-greece-force-early-closing-
of-acropolis/  
 

*Heat Wave - Europe - Cyprus 
Cypriot health authorities reported three serious cases of heat stroke on Tuesday as temperature reached 
a record high of 44 degree Celsius in the eastern Mediterranean island. A 51-year-old woman is in a coma 
and two elderly people are also hospitalized and in critical conditions. Temperatures of up to 40 degrees 
Celsius are not uncommon in Cyprus, especially in July and August, but 44 degrees are rarely seen. The 
current heat wave is expected to continue for a few more days before cooler weather sets in. The high 
temperatures pushed power demands to the limit of the producing capacity of the state owned Cyprus 
Electricity Authority (CEA), which has yet to fully recover from a catastrophic explosion in July last year. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.ubalert.com/nr0  
 

*‘Fry Eggs on Sidewalk’ Heat Reaches 116 F 
Temperatures soared to 116 Fahrenheit (47 Celsius) in Eilat and 103 (39 C) in Jerusalem Wednesday. 
Videos show you really can fry an egg on Eilat’s sidewalks. The thermometer hit 93 degrees F (34 C) in Tel 
Aviv, but the humidity there was 70 percent, compared with 20 percent in Jerusalem and 15 percent in 
Eilat. The coolest spot was on the Hermon, where it reached “only” 86 degrees F (30 C). The heat wave 
will subside a bit on Friday but will reappear on the Sabbath, and the unofficial longer-term forecast by 
amateur weather buffs is for another heat wave next Wednesday. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/157980#.UAagp5GwUfc  
 

 
EARTHQUAKES/WEATHER  

(Isaiah 24:19-20 , Matthew 24:7, Mark 13:8 , Luke 21:11 , Luke 21:25 - storms) 
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*Magnitude 5.9 - FIJI REGION 
July 18, 2012 
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/Quakes/usb000b9kt.php  
 

*Flood-ravaged southern Japan breathes sigh of relief on news Typhoon Khanun may 
miss Kyushu 
Flood-battered southwestern Japan on Tuesday braced for a typhoon amid fears it could heap further 
misery on an area where at least 32 are dead or missing after record rainfall. Typhoon Khanun was lashing 
the Amami island chain south of Kyushu where four days of torrential rain have sparked landslides and 
flooding, forcing hundreds of thousands of people from their homes. Khanun – “jack fruit” in Thai – packing 
winds of up to 126 kilometres (78 miles) per hour, was moving west-northwest at 30 kilometres per hour 
and was expected to graze the west of Kyushu island through Wednesday afternoon, the Japan 
Meteorological Agency said. Tuesday brought a lull in the rainfall for most of the region as the weather 
agency said there was up to 9.2 centimetres (3.6 inches) of rain in the 24 hours to 4.20pm (0720 GMT) in the 
north of Kyushu. In hard-hit Minamiaso in Kumamoto prefecture, more than 670 people remained unable to 
return to their homes on Tuesday afternoon because of landslide fears.  
July 17, 2012 
https://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2012/07/17/flood-ravaged-southern-japan-breathes-sigh-of-relief-on-
news-typhoon-khanun-may-miss-kyushu/  
 

*Anchorage Alaska experiences coldest first-half of July on record 
Looking for relief from the heat over much of the Lower 48 states? Head to coastal Alaska where they are 
experiencing the coldest first half of July on record! Through the first 14 days of July, the average 
temperature in Anchorage was 53.1 degrees factoring in daily highs and lows, which makes it the coldest 
first half of the month on record according to the National Weather Service in Anchorage. Should this 
temperature trend continue, it could threaten the record for the coldest July ever, which occurred in 1920 
and had an average temperature of 54.4 degrees. Typically this stretch of time is the warmest of the year. 
Instead, temperatures in the city of Anchorage are running 5.3 degrees below average.  
July 17, 2012 
https://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2012/07/17/anchorage-alaska-experiences-coldest-first-half-of-july-on-
record/  
 

*Latest Earthquakes Up to the Minute 
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/Quakes/quakes_all.html 
 

*Latest Volcanic Activity 
http://www.volcano.si.edu/reports/usgs/  
 

*Latest Weather Up to the Minute 
http://www.accuweather.com/# 
 
 

ISRAEL  
(Zech.12:3 & 9 - The Burdensome Stone) 

Zechariah 12:3 “And in that day will I make Jerusalem a burdensome stone for all people: all that burden 
themselves with it shall be cut in pieces, though all the people of the earth be gathered together against it.” 
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(The Beis Hamikdash (Temple) Rev. 11:1-2 & Dan. 9:27  

*PA Slams A-G for Saying Israeli Law Applies on Temple Mount 
*Hamas warns Israel about provoking Muslims and calls for defence of Al-Aqsa  
An Islamic official in Jerusalem said Tuesday that a statement by Israel's Attorney General that Israeli law 
must be applied to the Al-Aqsa Mosque complex in Jerusalem is a “violation against Muslims and 
Palestinians,” according to a report in the Bethlehem-based Ma’an news agency. The comments came in 
response to reports in the Israeli media that Attorney General Yehuda Weinstein has said that the Temple 
Mount in Jerusalem is part of Israeli territory so Israeli law applies there, including antiquities laws and laws 
regarding building and planning.  Meanwhile, the Islamic Resistance Movement (Hamas), has warned the 
Israelis not to provoke Arabs and Muslims by distorting the facts about Jerusalem and Al-Aqsa Mosque. A 
spokesman for Hamas also called on the Palestinian resistance to defend the Islamic sites in the occupied 
territories. The call was made in response to radio statements by Israel's Attorney General, Judea Feinstein, 
who said that Al-Aqsa Mosque and its surroundings are "an integral part of the territory of Israel". Feinstein 
claimed that Israeli law applies to Al-Aqsa, in particular the antiquities law and the law of planning and 
building. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/157965#.UAaiAZGwUfc  
http://www.middleeastmonitor.com/news/middle-east/4004-hamas-warns-israel-about-provoking-muslims-and-calls-
for-defence-of-al-aqsa  

 

*Tunisian Leadership: 'No Normalization with Israel' 
*Tunisia legalises second hardline Islamist group 
Tunisia's leading political party, the Muslim Brotherhood's Ennahada party, has reiterated its opposition to 
normalizing diplomatic ties with Israel. Ennahada held its ninth national conference in Tunis over the 
weekend, ending with a resolution on the matter Monday after party leader Rached Ghannouchi, perceived 
as a moderate, was re-elected to serve as its head for two more years. Ennahada, which won the country's 
first democratic elections last October, first ruled out normalization months ago. Ghannouchi said at the 
time that “Tunisians' problem is with Zionism, not with Judaism,” and stressed there could be “no 
normalization with Israel.” He called Tunisia's former President Zine el Abidine Ben Ali “a collaborator with 
the Zionists.” Meanwhile, Tunisia's government has granted a licence to hardline Islamist group Hizb al-
Tahrir to allow it to become a legal political party, making it the second such group to join the political 
mainstream after renouncing violence. Hizb al-Tahrir is an international movement that seeks to re-
establish the Caliphate, a defunct form of an Islamic empire. It does not endorse democracy nor take part in 
elections but is focused mostly on preaching. The Islamist group is banned in several countries and was 
repressed in Tunisia before last year's revolution ousted secular dictator Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali and brought 
the current moderate Islamist Ennahda party into government.  
From the official American site: Hizb ut-Tahrir is a political party whose ideology is Islam. Its objective is to 
resume the Islamic way of life by establishing an Islamic State that executes the systems of Islam and carries 
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its call to the world. Hizb ut-Tahrir has prepared a party culture that includes a host of Islamic rules about 
life’s matters. The party calls for Islam in its quality as an intellectual leadership from which emanates the 
systems that deals with all man’s problems, political, economic, cultural and social among others. Hizb ut-
Tahrir is a political party that admits to its membership men and women, and calls all people to Islam and to 
adopt its concepts and systems. It views people according to the viewpoint of Islam no matter how diverse 
their nationalities and their schools of thought were. Hizb ut-Tahrir adopts the interaction with the Ummah 
in order to reach its objective and it struggles against colonialism in all its forms and attributes in order to 
liberate the Ummah from its intellectual leadership and to deracinate its cultural, political, military and 
economic roots from the soil of the Islamic lands. Hizb ut-Tahrir endeavours to change the erroneous 
thoughts which colonialism has propagated, such as confining Islam to rituals and morals. 
July 18, 2012 

 *‘Muslims Marching Toward Victory’: Global Islamic Caliphate Conference in Chicago 
Rescheduled After Threat of Protests 
 *Beck Connects Obama To Pro Caliphate Party Hizb Ut Tahrir 
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/157950#.UAWbIpGwUfc 
http://af.reuters.com/article/tunisiaNews/idAFL6E8IIEH320120718 
http://english.hizbuttahrir.org/ - Offical English site of Hizb-al-Tahrir  
http://www.theblaze.com/stories/muslims-marching-toward-victory-global-islamic-caliphate-conference-in-chicago-
cancelled-after-threat-of-protests/  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZQITO3ECb8  
 

*Egypt: Sinai Becoming New Israeli Enemy State 
* Lifting the Gaza siege "still on Morsi’s agenda" 

Jihad terrorists are threatening to take over the Sinai, says U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who added 
it will be a problem for Egypt and the United States as well as for Israel.  In an interview with CNN before 
she left Jerusalem Tuesday, Clinton pointed out that the she is concerned for the safety of Americans 
serving in the multinational force as observers for the continuation of the Camp David Accords. The Sinai is 
next door to Gaza, which Hamas has controlled since it ousted the rival Fatah faction six years ago, although 
it is being challenged by Islamic Jihad and other rival terrorist groups, all of which have the common goal of 
annihilating Israel. The Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty is not in immediate danger, but the new Muslim 
Brotherhood president still has no functioning government and is at odds with the military regime that 
replaced President Hosni Mubarak. President Mohammed Morsi’s statements have been harshly anti-Israel. 
The Egyptian ambassador to Palestine, Yasser Othman, confirmed on Monday that Egypt's intention to lift the Gaza 

siege completely is still on the new President's agenda. "It is an Egyptian duty," he said. Speaking about facilitating 
the movement of Gaza residents and the soft entrance of solidarity delegations through the Rafah Crossing, 
Othman said: "These procedures are practical proofs for the positive attitude of Egypt's President 
Mohammed Morsi who promised to lift the Gaza siege completely." 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/157972#.UAahdZGwUfc  
http://www.middleeastmonitor.com/news/middle-east/4001-lifting-the-gaza-siege-qstill-on-morsis-agendaq  
 

*Palestinians join Syrian revolt, opposition says 
A number of Palestinian refugees living in Damascus have joined the uprising in Syria, according to activists 
and rebels, with some taking up arms alongside rebel Free Syrian Army fighters. The majority of at least 
500,000 Palestinians in Syria have been living in the country since the 1948 creation of Israel, and the Syrian 
regime has systematically striven to control their political activity. Most of the refugees joining the anti-
regime revolt are not affiliated to traditional Palestinian factions or movements, according to activists. 
"Many of us – especially the youth – are in sympathy with the revolution, and now that the fighting is in 
Damascus, we cannot stay put," a Palestinian from Yarmuk refugee camp, on the outskirts of the capital, 
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told AFP. "Many Palestinian youth have joined the FSA, and they are fighting side by side with the Syrian 
revolutionaries in the Tadamon and Al-Hajar Al-Aswad districts," said the activist, who identified himself as 
Abu al-Sakan. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.nowlebanon.com/NewsArticleDetails.aspx?ID=420166  
 

*Israeli warships to patrol disputed gas fields 
Israel is planning to dramatically increase its military presence in the eastern Mediterranean in a bid to 
maximize control over disputed offshore gas fields. With extraction of vast reserves of recently-discovered 
natural gas due to begin next year, Israeli military officials have been putting together a plan for securing oil 
rigs in areas which Lebanon claims as its own. Although Israel and Cyprus reached an agreement on naval 
borders in December 2010, Lebanon disputes the deal and rejects Israel's proposed maritime boundary 
between the two states that Israel submitted to the United Nations in July 2011. According to details 
published in the Israeli press, the new naval defense plan involves the acquisition of four new warships 
equipped with advanced radars and the Barak anti-missile defense system. Surveillance drones and patrol 
boats will also be part of the operation, which will involve hundreds more troops and eventually span some 
44,000 square kilometers – more than double the area of the whole of Israel. 
July 18, 2012 
http://english.al-akhbar.com/content/israeli-warships-patrol-disputed-gas-fields  
 
 

Persia/Assyria & the Seeds of Psalm 83 
Psalm 83  Syria Damascus:  Amos 1:3-5  Isaiah 17:1-14  Jeremiah 49:23-27 

Iran:  Jeremiah 49:34-39 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

*Shells fired from Syria hit Lebanon’s Akkar 
A number of shells fired from Syria on Tuesday night hit the Lebanese towns of Al-Noura and Al-Dababiya in 
the northern district of Akkar, the National News Agency reported. The report added that several residents 
of the towns fled to safer areas. It also said that the Lebanese army troops deployed in the area were in 
maximum state of alert. In a similar incident, shells fired from the Syrian side on Monday hit the town of Al-
Joura in the Bekaa area of Masharee al-Qaa without leaving any victims.  
July 18, 2012 
http://www.nowlebanon.com/NewsArticleDetails.aspx?ID=420035  
 

     Psalm 83 Ezekiel War 
Jordan (Edom, Moab, Ammon) Russia (Magog) 
Lebanon (Gebal, Tyre) Iran (Persia) 
Saudi Arabia (Ishmaelites) Iraq (Persia) 
Egypt (Hagarenes, Amalek-Sinai) Afghanistan (Persia) 
Syria (Assur/Assyria) Iran, Iraq, Turkey Ethiopia (Cush) 
Palestinians (Philistines) Sudan (Cush) 
 Libya (Put) 
 Tunisia (Put) 

Algeria (Put) 
Morocco (Put) 
Germany (Gomer) 
Turkey (Beth Togarmah) 
Armenia (Beth Togarmah) 
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*Lebanon: Al-Qaida offering bounty for politicians 
Al-Qaida has Lebanon and Syria in its sights as it seeks to take advantage of the growing unrest in Syria 
where fighting has now begun to turn into a virtual civil war and it is beginning to have a spillover effect in 
neighboring Lebanon, according to a report from Joseph Farah’s G2 Bulletin. In targeting Lebanon, al-Qaida 
leader Ayman al-Zawahiri has called for the assassination of two prominent individuals in the Lebanese 
government. Al-Zawahiri now has offered a $300,000 reward – $150,000 each – for the assassination of 
Lebanese parliamentary speaker Nabih Berri, who is Shi’a Amal, and Lebanese Army Chief Jean Qathwaji, 
who is Christian. He proposed that they be killed by launching a missile attack on their motorcades. Al-
Zawahiri apparently feels the political, economic and social conditions in Lebanon are ripe for his group to 
make a move given that the instability in neighboring Syria is having a growing impact on the political 
environment in Lebanon. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.wnd.com/2012/07/al-qaida-offering-bounty-for-politicians/  
 

*Assad Pulls Troops from Israeli Border to Defend Damascus 
*Intel chief says jihadis head for Syria border 
Syrian President Bashar Assad has pulled troops from the Israeli border to defend Damascus against rebels, 
the Israeli army intelligence chief said Tuesday.  "The Syrian military is acting very brutally, which shows the 
regime is desperate. Its control of Damascus is getting weaker," Major-General Aviv Kochavi told a 
parliamentary committee, according to a Knesset spokesman whose remarks were reported by Reuters. 
"Assad has moved many of his forces that were in the Golan Heights to the conflict areas," Kochavi said. 
"He's not afraid of Israel at this point, but primarily wants to bolster his forces around Damascus." 
Meanwhile, Israel’s military intelligence chief on Tuesday warned that global jihadists have moved into 
Syrian territory bordering the Israeli-controlled Golan Heights and could soon use the area to stage attacks 
on the Jewish state. Maj. Gen. Aviv Kochavi told a parliamentary committee that the Islamic militants have 
taken advantage of the chaos created by the Syrian civil war to approach the Golan area. He said Syrian 
President Bashar Assad has pulled troops out of the Golan to fight rebels in other parts of the country after 
concluding that the likelihood of war with Israel at this time is low. The intelligence chief told lawmakers 
that a power vacuum has created a possible arena for anti-Israel operations, like Egypt’s Sinai desert. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/157951#.UAWatZGwUfc  
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2012/jul/17/briefly-intel-chief-says-jihadis-head-for-syria-bo/  
 

*Syria pledges tough response for killings of defense minister, his deputy 
Syrian Ministry of Defense pledged to eradicate the armed groups and their hideouts, adding that the 
killings of Defense Minister Dawood Rajha and his deputy Assef Shawkat will only strengthen the forces' 
resolve to eliminate the terrorists in the country. 
July 18, 2012 
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/world/2012-07/18/c_131723819.htm 
 

*Syrian Rebels Plan to Intensify Attacks in Damascus- Operation Damascus Volcano 
Syrian rebels will intensify attacks inside the capital Damascus and target sensitive security installations in 
what they call an operation to “liberate Damascus,” a rebel commander told Reuters on Tuesday. Colonel 
Qassem Saadeddine, spokesman of the joint command of the Free Syrian Army inside Syria, told Reuters 
that many fighters arrived in Damascus from several provinces 10 days ago to take part in the operation and 
more would be sent soon. “There is no going back. The Damascus battle has priority for us. We have started 
the operation to liberate Damascus,” Saadeddine said, adding the rebels had called their operation 
“Damascus volcano and Syrian earthquake.” 
July 18, 2012 
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http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/157959#.UAaihZGwUfc  
 

*Two Syrian generals defect to Turkey overnight 
Two Syrian brigadier-generals were among some 600 Syrians who fled from Syria to Turkey overnight, a 
Turkish official said on Wednesday, bringing the number of Syrian generals sheltering in Turkey to 20, 
including a retired general.  The official could not immediately confirm if other defected officers had also 
arrived in Turkey in the last 24 hours but said a number of lower-ranking soldiers usually accompanied 
defecting generals. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4257197,00.html 
 

*Turkish Youth Association members attack US forces in Antalya 
On Tuesday, a group of seven TGB members attacked American soldiers who had left the US aircraft carrier 
and entered the city to do shopping.  The group verbally assaulted the US forces and tried to put bags over 
the soldiers’ heads when police intervened and arrested them.  Following their arrest, another group of TGB 
members gathered in front of the police station to protest the detention of their friends. The detained 
members were later released.  Meanwhile, a number of the Turkish Labour Party members staged a sit-in in 
one of the squares in Antalya to protest the presence of the aircraft carrier in the city’s harbour, shouting 
anti-American slogans. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/07/18/251537/tgb-youth-attack-us-forces-in-turkey/ 
 

*Iraq inaugurates giant southern oilfield 
Baghdad's top energy official inaugurated a giant oilfield in South Iraq on Wednesday, with a group of 
Chinese, French and Malaysian firms set to pump 535,000 barrels of oil a day there within five years. 
The official opening of the Halfaya field in Maysan province comes after Iraq signed three preliminary 
energy exploration deals with foreign firms, and with the country looking to ramp up oil output. 
"Halfaya oil field was opened today by the deputy prime minister responsible for energy affairs, Hussein al-
Shahristani," his spokesperson Faisal Abdullah said. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.nowlebanon.com/NewsArticleDetails.aspx?ID=420076  
 

*Iran offers to insure ships entering its territorial waters 
Iran said it would insure any foreign ships that enter its waters, in an effort to skirt a European Union ban 
on insuring ships carrying Iranian crude that has hampered the country's oil exports.  "The Islamic Republic 
of Iran will take all responsibility for insuring any foreign shipping line and any ship that enters Iranian 
waters," the Fars news agency on Tuesday quoted Seyyed Ataollah Sadr, the managing director of Iran's 
Ports and Maritime Organization, as saying.  "The Islamic Republic of Iran has adopted measures with the 
cooperation of Iranian insurance companies," he said.  
July 18, 2012 
http://www.haaretz.com/news/middle-east/iran-offers-to-insure-ships-entering-its-territorial-waters-1.451786  
 

*Russia accuses West of inciting Syrian opposition 
Russia has accused the West of inciting the Syrian opposition after a suicide bomber killed the defense 
minister and President Bashar Assad's brother-in-law. Sergey Lavrov was quoted as saying by the RIA 
Novosti news agency on Wednesday that "instead of calming the opposition down, some of our partners 
are inciting it to go on." Russia is at odds with the U.S. and its European allies ahead of a scheduled vote 
Wednesday afternoon on a new resolution aimed at ending the country's 17-month civil war. 
July 18, 2012 
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http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/S/SYRIA_DIPLOMACY?SITE=AP&SECTION=HOME&TEMPLATE=DEFAULT&CTIME=2
012-07-18-09-01-45  
 

*U.S. Military Building Missile Defense Radar Station in Qatar 
On the heels of the defense secretary announcing his approved late last week to send an aircraft carrier to 
the Middle East several months early to make sure at least two carriers will constantly be present in the 
troubled region, the Wall Street Journal reports today of another defense effort to “[organize the 
Pentagon's] biggest-ever minesweeping exercises in the Persian Gulf.” The WSJ reports the Pentagon is 
building a missile-defense radar station in Qatar to address the potential for “Tehran’s arsenal of ballistic 
missiles and its threat to shut down the oil-shipping lanes of the Strait of Hormuz by mining them.” The 
radar base in Qatar is slated to house a powerful AN/TPY-2 radar, also known as an X-Band radar, and 
supplement two similar arrays already in place in Israel’s Negev Desert and in central Turkey, officials said. 
Together, the three radar sites form an arc that U.S. officials say can detect missile launches from northern, 
western and southern Iran. 
July 17, 2012 
http://www.theblaze.com/stories/war-drums-u-s-military-building-missile-defense-radar-station-in-qatar/  
 

*20 nations plan anti-mining exercise in Mideast, US says 
*Iran: US cannot clear Gulf mines 
In a move to bolster military strength against Iran, 20 nations will stage an anti-mining exercise in Mideast 
waterways. Defense Department press Secretary George Little said the large minesweeping exercise  
Sept. 16-27 is a defensive drill and is "not ... aimed to deliver a message to Iran." The upcoming exercise will 
focus on "a hypothetical threat from an extremist organization to mine the international strategic 
waterways of the Middle East, including the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the Gulf of Oman, and the Persian 
Gulf, although exercise activities will not extend into the Strait of Hormuz," U.S. Central Command said in a 
statement. "This is a defensive exercise aimed at preserving freedom of navigation in the international 
waterways of the Middle East and aimed at promoting regional stability," Little told Pentagon reporters on 
Tuesday. Iran's Revolutionary Guards on Wednesday scoffed at US claims that it could Gulf waters of mines 
in case of conflict, after Washington announced plans for a multinational anti-mine operation. "The 
Americans boast a lot about many things, but they are facing problems in practice," General Mahmoud 
Fahimi, deputy chief of the Guards' naval forces, told the Fars news agency. "We have no doubt that the 
United States cannot do anything in the area of minesweeping." 
Amy’s Comment: To re-cap the military movements: 
Turkey scrambles jets on the border 7-1 
US sends ships to Persian Gulf 7-3 
NATO warships move into Mediterranean 7-5 
USS Ponce goes to the Gulf 7-7 
Russia sends naval task force 7-10 
US sends underwater drones to Gulf 7-12 
Pentagon sending carrier early 7-16 
Russian warship at Cyprus 7-16 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/07/17/20-nations-plan-anti-mining-exercise-in-mideast-us-
says/?test=latestnews#ixzz20wW7ssps   
http://english.al-akhbar.com/content/iran-us-cannot-clear-gulf-mines  
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The Arab Spring in Prophecy  
(Perilous Times Luke 21:9 & Nation against Nation, Kingdom against Kingdom Matt.24:7) 

(Revelation 6:3-4   Revelation 6:8)    
Luke 21:9 and Matthew 24:7 speak of nation against nation and kingdom against kingdom in the end times. 
Revelation 6:3-4 speaks of the fiery red horse given power to make men slay one another and Revelation 6:8 
speaks again of this red horse in conjunction with the pale horse of Death and Hades, as the one that has 
the power to kill by sword.  

I like to call this “The Arab Spring in Prophecy” because for us it is easy to identify-  
that’s what the world calls it. 

Luke 21:9:  wars & commotions; the Greek word here is Akatastasia, meaning instability, a state of disorder, 
disturbance, confusion (revolutions)  
Matthew 24:7: the Greek word for nation is Ethnos & refers to various ethnic groups fighting among 
themselves, where the next sentence in the verse refers to kingdoms (basileiva) fighting one another (not to 
be confused with an actual kingdom but rather the right or authority to rule over a kingdom) 

 
Countries highlighted in blue (see chart above) are only those listed in the upcoming prophetical wars.  I have 
tried to separate it into areas that sweep EAST from the point of North America.  
 
 

United States- The New American Revolution 
 

* Activists call for investigation into Los Angeles police crackdown 
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/07/18/251518/probe-urged-into-la-police-crackdown/  
 

Amy’s Comment: These links give updated news and live video feed 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.livestream.com/globalrevolution  
http://www.occupytogether.org/  
http://occupywallst.org/  
http://www.theoccupypost.com/  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Occupy_movement_protest_locations  
http://newsblogged.com/student-protests-news-latest-real-time-updates  (Student Protests) 
 

 
North/Central/South America 

 

*Indigenous Colombians drive army out of territory 
People from an indigenous group in Colombia have clashed with soldiers after becoming fed up with being 
caught in the middle of the army’s battles with rebels from the FARC. After years of violence around the 
southwestern town of Toribio, people from the Nasa tribe decided to take matters into their own hands. 
Soldiers fired in the air to ward them off but the locals were too numerous – and determined.  The Nasa 
used makeshift clubs, stones and even threw soil at the troops. At one point a soldier was carried 10 metres 
down a slope. Later the villagers claimed to have driven the military out and the army admitted regrouping 
elsewhere.  
July 18, 2012 
http://www.euronews.com/2012/07/18/indigenous-colombians-drive-army-out-of-territory/  
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*Guyana: Power hike protests expected to shut down Linden from today 
Linden residents are being challenged to “march fearlessly against injustice” as they continue their power 
hike protest action which today  is expected  to trigger a shutdown of the entire town for the next five days. 
The protest will move off from the front of the Christianburg Community Centre  and proceed along 
Burnham Drive, crossing the Mackenzie/Wismar Bridge along Casuarina Drive, on to Sir David Rose Avenue 
and assembling at Kara Kara in the vicinity of the Toucan Call Centre where they will remain for a number of 
activities 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.stabroeknews.com/2012/news/stories/07/18/power-hike-protests-expected-to-shut-down-linden-from-
today/  
 

*Peru's Humala sounds out replacements for prime minister 
President Ollanta Humala has begun sounding out replacements for his prime minister as part of a widely 
expected Cabinet shuffle designed to calm a wave of violent anti-mining protests in the world's No. 2 
copper producer. "Changes will be made at the right time - not before or after," Humala told reporters on 
Tuesday, declining to say when the shuffle would take place. Martin Vizcarra, president of the southern 
region of Moquegua, told Reuters he was offered the prime minister's post after meeting with Humala on 
Monday but doesn't plan to accept it. 
July 18, 2012 
http://in.reuters.com/article/2012/07/17/peru-politics-idINL2E8IH8H420120717  

 
 

Africa 
 

*Tunisia legalises second hardline Islamist group 
Tunisia's government has granted a licence to hardline Islamist group Hizb al-Tahrir to allow it to become a 
legal political party, making it the second such group to join the political mainstream after renouncing 
violence. Hizb al-Tahrir is an international movement that seeks to re-establish the Caliphate, a defunct 
form of an Islamic empire. It does not endorse democracy nor take part in elections but is focused mostly on 
preaching. The Islamist group is banned in several countries and was repressed in Tunisia before last year's 
revolution ousted secular dictator Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali and brought the current moderate Islamist 
Ennahda party into government. 
July 18, 2012 
http://af.reuters.com/article/tunisiaNews/idAFL6E8IIEH320120718 
 

*War over in Libya, but militia still detaining thousands 
*Libya's Jibril beats Islamists, but short of majority 
Libya’s rebel militias were said to hold thousands of prisoners from the war against the regime of Col. 
Moammar Gadhafi. The U.S. group Human Rights Watch said Libyan militias continue to detain about 5,000 
people despite the establishment of a central government in Tripoli nearly a year ago. HRW said the 
Defense Ministry and Interior Ministry failed to stop the militias or persuade them to release their 
prisoners. “Across Libya, thousands of detainees still languish in prisons run by militias, without a formal 
charge and without any prospect for legal review,” HRW Middle East director Sarah Leah Whitson said. Ms. 
Whitson said some of the detainees have been subjected to what she called “severe torture.” She said the 
interim government in Tripoli has failed to meet its July 12 deadline to gain control over the detainees. 
Meanwhile, a moderate Islamic coalition led by wartime Prime Minister Mahmoud Jibril beat Islamist rivals 
in Libya's landmark election, results showed on Tuesday, but it was not yet clear who would dominate the 
new assembly as all sides scrambled to woo independents. Jibril's National Forces Alliance won 39 seats out 
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of the 80 reserved for parties in Libya's 200-seat national assembly, the full count showed. The political 
wing of Libya's Muslim Brotherhood, the country's biggest Islamist group, won just 17 of those seats in the 
first free national election on July 7. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.worldnewstribune.com/2012/07/17/war-over-in-libya-but-militia-still-detaining-thousands/  
http://www.thestarphoenix.com/life/Libya+Jibril+beats+Islamists+short+majority/6950116/story.html  
 

*Brawls in Egypt court as judges meet on constitution 
*Egyptian court delays assembly decision 
Brawls broke out in an Egyptian courtroom as judges tried to debate rulings Tuesday that could either 
bolster the country’s new President Mohammad Mursi, or undermine him in his power struggle with the 
military. Mursi’s allies in the Muslim Brotherhood hailed a “decisive” day in the country’s democratic 
transition and hundreds of supporters came to protest at the courthouse, accusing the generals of using the 
judiciary to undermine his authority.  The Cairo court has postponed a case calling for the country's 
constitutional assembly to be dissolved, as chaos erupted inside and outside the court by both Islamist and 
anti-Islamist lawyers and protesters. The case was adjourned till Thursday, delaying a ruling that could 
affect the powers of new Islamist President Mohammed Morsi in the country's new constitution. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Middle-East/2012/Jul-18/180946-brawls-in-egypt-court-as-judges-meet-on-
constitution.ashx#axzz20ytGcg45  
http://www.skynews.com.au/world/article.aspx?id=773064  
 

*U.S. Urges Sudan, South Sudan to Talk or Face Economic Turmoil 
*Sudan Change Now 
Sudan and South Sudan must build on recent talks between their leaders to resolve disputes that brought 
them to the brink of war this year or face a “rapid downward economic spiral,” the U.S.’s top Africa 
diplomat said.  President Salva Kiir’s meeting with Sudanese President Umar al-Bashir on July 14 in Addis 
Ababa was a “significant” step toward reaching an accord on outstanding issues including oil- transit fees 
and disputed territory, Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs Johnnie Carson said in an interview in 
Ethiopia’s capital yesterday.  “Both of these countries face extremely bleak economic futures if they in fact 
do not reach political settlements on the differences that divide them,” he said. “Time is running out as the 
economic clock winds down.”  
July 18, 2012 
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2012-07-18/u-dot-s-dot-urges-sudan-south-sudan-to-talk-or-face-economic-
turmoil  
https://sudanchangenow2012.crowdmap.com/  
 

*Mali locals declare war on extremists 
*Mali’s Prime Minister Offers ECOWAS Transitional Roadmap 
Islamic extremists in northern Mali are facing a growing uprising from local residents as they impose the 
strict Sharia law and seek to destroy the local culture in the northern region of the African country.  Part of 
the vast area of the country, near Timbuktu, which is under the control of Islamic groups, youths have been 
taking to the streets to protest against rebel control.  “The youths are marching, they are taking up arms, 
they are using whatever weapons they can find. They are protesting against the destruction of our culture, 
the arrest and abuse of our local residents,” The Guardian quoted Halle Ousmane Cissé, the Mayor of 
Timbuktu, as saying  Residents in towns and cities in northern Mali have expressed fury at the arrival of 
Islamic fighters, from countries such as Algeria, Pakistan and Afghanistan, who have imposed a strict 
interpretation of Sharia law and have conducted public whippings. 
July 18, 2012 
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http://zeenews.india.com/news/world/mali-locals-declare-war-on-extremists_788246.html  
http://www.voanews.com/content/mali-transitional-roadmap/1418643.html  

 
 

Middle East 
 

*Afghanistan: Taliban bomb destroys 22 Nato fuel tankers  
A bomb planted by the Taliban in northern Afghanistan has destroyed 22 Nato fuel tankers carrying supplies 
to coalition forces, local officials say.  The vehicles were hit by a pre-dawn explosion which triggered a huge 
fire that engulfed them in flames, they say. At the time, the trucks were parked overnight in Samangan 
province, as they headed from Uzbekistan towards Nato forces in the south. Police told the BBC that the fire 
caused by the bomb is still burning. An intelligence official said the device was attached under one of the 
trucks, which were parked close together.  
July 18, 2012 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-18882247  
 

*Iran’s proxy war comes to Bahrain 
Casual observers of the 2011 popular uprisings in Egypt, Libya and Tunisia have compared them with the 
protests over the last year in Bahrain.  They lump these movements into one category, and call them the 
“Arab Spring,” suggesting they represent hope and progress.  The so-called experts say acceding to the 
demands of the street is inevitable, and that the demonstrations show a longing for democracy in the 
Middle East.  They’re wrong.It is an analytical error to confuse public demonstrations with democratic rule. 
 What we generally call democracy involves far more than simply voting and allowing the majority to 
determine the policy and structure of the government.  Voting against the current order without first 
establishing the rule of law leads to anarchy We are seeing this play out already in Libya and Egypt: the 
people rebelled against the old governments, and they now are faced with the task of deciding what kind of 
government they will have.  It is very dangerous to make those decisions in a power vacuum. Similarly, the 
Government of Bahrain faces continued protests by Shi’a protestors demanding increased political power 
from Sunni rulers and elites.  But take a step back and it’s easy to see that Bahrain has become a new front 
in Iran’s proxy war on its neighbors. Bahrain now joins Saudi Arabia as yet another target of Iran’s efforts to 
use Shi’ite ideology as a wedge to destabilize and possible overthrow governments in the region.  It should 
not be lost on anyone that these governments are more closely allied with U.S. strategic and economic 
interests. 
Amy’s Comment: Very interesting article & analysis 
July 18, 2012 
http://dilmun-times.com/?p=21911  

 
 

Europe 
 

*Expert warns London riots will happen again 
Fabian Kessl, an academic visitor from the Department of Social Work, believes the riots are symbolic of a 
change that is occurring within society and unless the problems are addressed, it is only a matter of time 
before further riots occur. Professor Kessl explains: “As long as the politics in England go in the same 
direction as we have experienced in the last years: disrespecting people’s everyday needs, demolishing the 
idea of the public and strengthening the consumer capitalism – the pre-conditions for a new political revolt 
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are furthermore given. It’s just the question of another “trigger’ like the death of Mark Duggan on the 4th of 
August last year.”  
July 17, 2012 
https://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2012/07/17/expert-warns-london-riots-will-happen-again/  
 

*Romania PM seeks to take heat out of EU dispute 
*EU Blasts Romania Over Judicial Independence 
Romanian Prime Minister Victor Ponta pledged on Wednesday to respect the powers of the Constitutional 
Court, bowing to EU pressure and taking some heat out of a dispute that has raised fears of political 
deadlock and financial disruption. Ponta's dispute with President Traian Basescu, a rival whom he is trying 
to impeach, has brought sharp criticism from the European Union, forcing it to backtrack after previously 
having ignored or tried to work around Constitutional Court rulings. The Constitutional Court has ruled 
there must be a minimum turnout of at least half for a July 29 referendum on impeaching Basescu to be 
valid. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/sns-rt-us-romania-politicsbre86h0bw-20120718,0,6432931.story 
http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/eu-blasts-romania-judicial-independence-16801528#.UAbJyJGwUfc   
 

*Over 200 Taxi Drivers Bring London To A Halt In Protest Of Olympic Lanes  
http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Global/Issues/2012/07/18/Olympics/Protest.aspx  
 

*European Revolution 
All across Europe: SPAIN, AUSTRIA, BELGIUM, C. REPUBLIC, DENMARK, FRANCE, 

GREECE, GERMANY, IRELAND, ITALY, NETHERLANDS, NORWAY, POLAND, 

PORTUGAL, ROMANIA, SERBIA, SWEDEN, SWITZELAND, UK. 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Occupy-Europe/267662826590364 
http://takethesquare.net/author/mcmillan-hunt/  
http://www.occupyeurope.com/  
 
 

Russia/China(Asia)/India/Australia 
 

*India: Police use teargas to disperse Mannar protest, three policemen injured 
The Mannar police used tear gas to disperse protesters who attacked Police personnel and the court 
complex in Mannar with stones a short while ago. Over 500 protesters gathered in front of the Mannar 
town against the court order which was issued by the Mannar Magistrate’s Court last Friday, for the arrest 
of 16 fishermen. Speaking to Ada Derana Police Spokesman SP Ajith Rohana said that police were compelled 
to use tear gas to disperse the protestors who had resorted to pelt stones at police and the court complex. 
Three policemen have been injured and eight protestors have been arrested, he added. 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.adaderana.lk/news.php?nid=18868  
 

*Nepal: Maoists and nationalists attack dozens of foreign-run private schools 
In protest against high fees, young militants from the Maoist and Congress parties have attacked dozens of 
private schools that rely on foreign funding and staff.  On 15 July, militants from the rightwing Congress 
party and members of the Nepali Student Union attacked six privately-run schools, breaking furniture and 
destroying school material. Young Maoists attacked six more colleges, including the Rato Bangla School, 
Everest Florida College, South Western State College and the Kathmandu Institute of Science and 
Technology College. More attacks were reported this morning. So far, only the 33 Catholic schools (primary, 
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high school and university) run by the Jesuits were spared. Ratna Dhakal, a member of the Maoist Student 
Union, said that his group attacked foreign schools and colleges to remove their foreign names and 
rehabilitate the country's national and cultural identity. "Ours is a symbolic act," he explained. "Now we 
want to draw the government's attention to schools that use foreign names and ask excessively expensive 
fees." 
July 18, 2012 
http://www.asianews.it/news-en/Maoists-and-nationalists-attack-dozens-of-foreign-run-private-schools-25318.html 
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